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Ann and Penny Go all native on us.

One of several Radio and TV Interviews.
Richard Coles, Radio 4 Saturday Live. Derek
Harris on the right.

If you receive the postal version of
Informer you should have enclosed some
Grand Draw Tickets, please support us by
purchasing some. If you get the electronic
copy please send a cheque and stamped

addressed envelope to get yours.
Tickets are only £1 each.
We can also send you several books to sell
to your friends for us.

Chairman's Notes
by Cathy Fleming
So Far this has been a great year, with
new members of the committee helping to
drive things forward. New plans are being
considered and will be communicated to
you as soon as we can.
This is my report from the AGM. The
Trust held it's AGM on 18th May 2017 to
report on the accounts and activities that
were applicable to the year ending 31
December 2016.
The accounts indicate a surplus of
£13,338 which is higher than last year.
We have accumulated reserves of
£83,107 which are stated after a retained
provision of £10,000 for the Museum
Maintenance Fund.
This fund will be added to from time
to time to ensure that when we have to
replace equipment in the Museum we have
specific funds put aside to do so,
The surplus of £13,338 was
contributed to by an excellent Foxton
Locks Festival, run entirely by Volunteers.
The Festival was a great event and
generated a profit of almost £11,000.
(2016) Thanks go to Ann Bushby and her
team of volunteers who were so
enthusiastic about running the Festival.
Also to Rosemary for the good job she did
with the boat bookings and moorings,
We are fortunate to have a small
number of regular hard working volunteers
and Trustees who give their time to
maintain the Trust, the museum and
preserve the history of a major piece of
our Victorian industrial heritage, the
iconic Inclined Plane Boat Lift. We cannot
take them for granted and we welcome
additional support to drive the Trust
forward.
I would also like to thank Penny
Arscott for all the work she has put into
displaying more artefacts in the Museum
and for the events she has organised.
Thanks to Mike Beech, who is working
on a part time basis, for his contribution
to the Museum and for setting up an audio
trail. Also thanks to Vanessa Tipton, who
has a wealth of Museum experience, and

has taken over the running of the Museum
shop as well as providing help on other
events.

And now for some comment
for this Informer.
There will be an exhibition on “Women
of the Cut” starting in July and a
photographic exhibition starting in
November. Also, in conjunction with
Foxton Locks Inn, a stargazing event is
being planned.
We have a little more news on Canal
and River Trust's plan for Foxton. We
understand that CRT are recruiting a
Destination Development Leader whose job
it will be to develop plans for Foxton. Once
this person is in place there will be a
clearer idea of timescales for the
development and everything will start to
gain momentum.
This year's Foxton Locks Festival
took place last weekend. The visitor
numbers were down on last year which we
feel was caused by the extremely hot
weather. However early indications
suggest that it has raised even more than
last year. We are still waiting for some of
the bills to be submitted.
Thanks to Will Norton (Site Manager
and organiser of the musical acts for the
stages), Ann Bushby ( Festival Director)
and the team of volunteers for all the
hard work put into making the Festival a
success again.
We had a good turn out of volunteers,
approximately 35 over the 5 days, which
included the Festival set up, the Festival
weekend and clearing up afterwards. They
all worked very hard in the extreme heat
and I would like to thank them for their
commitment to the event.
Also thanks to CRT for their support for
the Festival.

Penny’s Piece
by Penny Arscott
Hoxley, is producing a unique pattern with
a supporting worksheet, so that our
visitors can have a go themselves.

With the school holidays fast approaching
and summer now in full swing we at the
Museum are putting the finishing touches
to our summer exhibition called ‘Women of
the Cut’. We do two exhibitions each year
with this one focusing on the everyday life
of the boat woman up to World War II.

The Bolinder Engine saga continues . . . but
is thankfully approaching a conclusion, the
last part of the puzzle just needs to be
cleared away then it’s all system go!
It will arrive on a motorised pallet truck to
get along the path to the museum.

So, keeping the museum manned
during the past couple of months has been
an interesting challenge – a combination of
staff holidays and illness (Poor Vanessa
Vanessa has done a great job researching fractured her elbow – ouch!!) highlighted
and producing the material we need for the need for us to re-think our overall
this exhibition, while I have designed the staffing levels during the summer season.
interpretation boards and how the material Thankfully a combination of longer hours
and artefacts will be displayed. All real for me over the past month or so, Mike
enjoyable work to do and really quite returning early from holiday and the
rewarding when it all starts to come support of couple of the Trustees, got us
together.
through the immediate problem. In
addition we have decided to take on an
additional member of staff through till
October, just to give us some headroom to
avoid this happening again – Elaine joins us
on 6th July, with great background in
The workshops will feature a typical
Museums generally, she will be a great
wash day for the boat ladies and a crochet
addition to our team.
workshop for which our volunteer Ann

Incidentally, we are also planning to run
workshops alongside the exhibition, which
we will publish in advance – I’m sure these
will prove to be a popular attraction.

New Items in our ever expanding shop, Key rings
to Fenders, all made on a boat by one of our
members, Chris Parker.

President Needs Help
by Mike Beech

President, is a steam powered narrow boat
of the type that ran through the Foxton
Lift. Whilst her engine is not the original
she is the closest thing afloat to the boats
running in the early 1900s.

Photographs from Bob Hakewill June 17.

gave his name to the distinctively shaped
“Josher” hull which has riveted wrought
iron sides and a 3 inch elm bottom. Her
iron hull saved her, most of the wooden
hulled boats were scrapped rather than
converted to diesel.

Her boiler needs work to pass its
inspection and be fit to steam. They need
The specially developed compound
to raise £5,000 . So if you can help you will steam engine and coke fired boiler took up
be helping to get her back in steam and
much valuable cargo space. Steamers could
back to visit Foxton.
carry only 18 tons compared to over 25
She is based at the Black Country Museum tons in a horse drawn boat, but were
powerful enough to tow several unpowered
but tours the canals stopping at various
boats ( called butty boats ).
events.
President was built in 1909 at a cost
of £600 in Fellows, Morton and Clayton’s
company dock at Saltley, Birmingham; and
registered on 23rd June. One of the
directors of the company, Joshua Fellows,

The problem of lack of space for
cargo and crew was solved by the
introduction of the compact Swedish
Bolinder Crude Oil engine. Fellows, Morton
and Clayton tried their first motor boat in

1912 and other steamers were soon being
converted. President had her boiler and
engine replaced by a 15 horse power
Bolinder in 1925 and returned to the FMC
fleet as a Motor Boat. Advertised for sale
as a derelict hull in 1973, President was
bought by Nicholas Bostock and Malcolm
Braine for restoration to its original
appearance complete with working steam
plant. After extensive major repairs to the
hull and building a complete replica cabin
and boiler room, the major difficulty was
finding a suitable engine and boiler,
because the originals had been scrapped. A
1928 vintage Muir and Findley boiler of
“Scotch” return type, virtually identical to
the original but working at 100 PSI was
installed along with a contemporary simple
twin cylinder steam engine, originally from
a Thames launch. The boiler is fed with
filtered canal water by a 1927
Worthington Simpson horizontal steam
pump. The President Steamer Company
operated the boat from 1978 as a museum
piece throughout the canal system. During
2001 to 2003 President underwent a major
refit, with new steam engine and pipework,
new cabin and major hull repairs. The new
engine came in the form of a single
cylinder 15hp engine built in the 1950’s by
Sissons, originally built
for training purposes. the
engine was essentially new
and while not the original
engine, this is similar and
suited the needs of
President perfectly.
The boiler inspection
revealed that new water
tubes needed to be
inserted. This is a highly
skilled job.
On Tuesday 4th April,
President’s boiler was
removed and will be
stored at the Museum

until we are ready for the re-tubing to
commence.
It was a slow and delicate process in
order to ensure that the boiler came out
safely so as not to damage it or the boat.
Friends of President was formed in
October 1983 and is a group of individuals
who have come together to support the
preservation and operations of President
and Kildare either by simply being a
member or by volunteering in their free
time.
For those who are able to, we perform a
variety of tasks as volunteers which all
come together to keep the boats on the
canal for all of the public to take in and
enjoy the sight and sound of a working
steam narrow boat.
Volunteers carry out such tasks as:
 Maintenance work parties
 Crewing
 Fund Raising etc…
During the summer time, you will see our
crew with both President and Kildare out
on the canal promoting both the Museum
and the waterways, when we are not out
you can find us on the Castlefields dock at
the Black Country Living Museum.

For more information please go to
http://nb-president.org.uk/

Black Country Museum.

Get involved in the Festival
they said . . . By Neil MacDonald – Director FIPT
Getting involved in the Foxton Festival
2017 for me has been the best of fun –
Bring it on 2018!
This year we were blessed with an
azure blue cloudless sky and hot summer
weather over the two days of the Festival.
Visitors were able to amble through the
extensive craft village, enjoy the funfair
and arena events, enter their dog into the
dog show, tap their feet to the music, eat
lots of ice cream, have a beer, some good
food AND keep their feet dry!
Just what the doctor ordered for a
summer Festival, it ticked all my boxes.
I joined the FIPT towards the end of
last year as a new boy and more or less
immediately
got
involved
in
the
th
organisation of the 8 Foxton festival
joining Festival Director, Ann Bushby’s
established team.
I had no idea of just how much time
and effort goes into planning and
arranging a festival – but I soon found out!

My jobs included responsibility for,
arranging promotional advertising, setting
up and co-ordinating the catering and bar
concessions, as well as helping setting up
the festival ground and providing support
during the actual festival days.
Doesn’t sound like much I know but it
kept me pretty busy from January
through till the Festival weekend I can
tell you - I loved it!
We all worked so hard to make the
Festival weekend a great success and I
met some brilliant friendly ‘can do’
attitude folks over the Festival weekend,
both volunteers for the FIPT, of which
there are many, CRT folks again mainly
volunteers and suppliers from the
concessions. Also, special mention to Barry
Badger’s team from Harborough FM - real
stars, thanks a bunch.

Underpinning the music element of the
Festival with quality performing acts was
absolutely key to the success of the whole
Festival. Our Site Manager and resident
music man, Will Norton, I think got it just
right over the two days, booking a
combination of great local, national and
international talent, for the two sound
stages. I particularly enjoyed the Blues
Brothers tribute who headlined late
Saturday night.
Anyone reading this who is looking to
get involved with something rewarding to
do either in their spare time or perhaps
when they retire, I’d say get in touch with
us at FIPT (fipt.org.uk) come and have a
coffee and see what you think.

All Festival photographs are from John Routledge.

WILD FOXTON By Mike Beech
With the sun shining, the
wildlife is in evidence all
around Foxton, despite
the large numbers of
visitors. Just out side
the museum on the
passing pond bank we have
an excellent display of
wild flowers. In previous
years, in spite of appeals
to the CRT staff, they
have all been cut down as
soon as they come out.
But this year Penny
appealed to the new site manager Alex and
he has kept our flowers safe. The one I
like the best is known as Foxx and Cubs,
appropriate for us. There are swans and
cygnets on the top canal - I have pictures
of them when they visited the side pond by
the museum. The best place to see the
wildlife is the top lift arm which was
restored years ago—it has now turned into
a long wildlife pond. Whilst the water of
the main line is murky, the water in the
arm is clear and you can see deep into the
water lily strewn depths. When the sun is
hot, the fish bask on the surface. I am
reliably informed these are Bream.

I am no fisherman, so if you recognise
them please let us know. In mid June with
the festival in full swing the dragon flies

and Damselfly were everywhere. Difficult
to catch on camera as they move
deceptively fast. I did manage to snap
some having a rest, but they can be hard to
spot. If you are lucky to see them land, you
can see the damsel fly wings are almost
transparent. I am a bit surprised to find
that I now spend more time looking at
wildlife than I do looking at engineering.
The lift arm was rebuilt with the intention
of it becoming an active waterway leading
to the lift, but boats don't go down there
anymore. I think that some boats should
use it, but somehow this needs to be
managed. What do you think? Is there a
sustainable use for the arm involving boats
or should we accept that for the
foreseeable future it will be a really good

wildlife pond? If you look on our face book
site there is some film I took of fish and
flies. Some of the pictures are repeated
in colour on the back pages.

Congratulations. By Mike Beech
Congratulations and a big well done
to Penny. One of the most
important tasks Penny has had to
face so far is negotiating the riddle
of the Accreditation process. I did
it twice and I did offer a modest
amount of help, but in addition to
ticking boxes for Arts Council
England the process makes you
review all of the policies and
documents and procedures which
govern the way in which we run the
museum. Changing rules mean that
there is more of this than when I
did it . I also think that the
questions have been made more
confusing. It was a lot of hard work
over the winter to get everything
together. Whilst we have again
achieved Accreditation standards
which many professional museums
don't reach, there is a list of work
that needs improvement.
Penny produced an accurate
statement of where we are now,
and because of the big move in and
out for the Arts Council funded
refurbishment our collections
documentation is no longer
complete. This is the main item where
we need to improve and it is a big one. We
no longer have accurate records of where
to find items. Some objects were disposed
off but not properly recorded, and
annoyingly a set of keys for filing cabinets
disappeared, (we have got replacements
for all but one and we will get those soon).
Putting this right will be my job but will
involve a lot of work for others as every
item has to be identified and the records
checked. To achieve Accreditation whilst
running the museum is excellent work.

Then the Wheel
Came Off.
By Mike Beech

I have fallen in love with Scotland. I think
it is the fact that once north of the
Edinburgh - Glasgow belt the roads get
much quieter as the scenery becomes more
dramatic. However the roads are not so
good. If you find an A road with more than
2 numbers after the A it would be a B road
at home. And the frequency of potholes
will be high. Many of them are single track
but locals don't seem to think that they
need to give way! Then there are the hills,
well often they are mountains. Towing my
old heavy caravan up one hill the engine on
the Land Rover was getting rather warm,
and I had to pull over and giver her a rest.
Some of the motor homes were really
struggling, but that is all part of the fun.
Whenever you stop people are willing to
chat, if you visit my own town centre talking to strangers in the street will get
you some very odd suspicious looks. I met
some very interesting people. Practically all
the Swiss family who were cycling round
the North Coast 500, and the Canadian
lady who was next to me on a boat at Wick
who had never seen the sea before. She
had planed to drive the NC500 but the big
Mercedes was written off on the first day,
she was offered another car by the hirer
company but she had had enough of driving
on narrow roads and would rely on bus or
train.

coast and the great glen. A tourism idea to
mimic the American Route 66. It has been
successful but the infrastructure isn't
there to support the traffic, which is
spoiling some of those narrow roads.
But I am getting ahead of the story.
My first stop after crossing the boarder
was North Berwick, where I went out on
Rib (inflatable boat similar to those used
by the RNLI). This took me round three
bird infested islands where I
photographed puffins, gannets and
razorbills. But the real joy was the bottle
nosed dolphins playing round the boat on
the way back. From there I went to Leith,
the harbour district of Edinburgh, to visit
the Royal Yacht Britannia.
Carrying on up the coast I stopped at
Inverness. I like this City but I chose to
stay on a council owned site a mile from
the centre. The worst site I have ever
been on, noisy with poor quality facilities
for twice the price of the club sites I
usually use. The site is close to the
Caledonian Canal so I walked from there to
its end at the coast. And then on down
through the city along the river Ness and
back to the site. A very enjoyable walk,
feet aching but worth the effort.

Following the coast and making
detours to Whisky distilleries and small
NC500 is a 500 mile tour of the north museums, I made my way north to Wick. I
was pleased to see the old warehouses
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Caledonian Canal

being refurbished and there is talk of
expanding the harbour to take the ships
from a big new off shore wind farm.
Another Rib ride caught my attention. This
one whisked me up the coast to explore the
sea caves and more birds. Not as
comfortable as there was a good sea
running, so the boat was flying through the
air and crashing down on the far side of
waves. I have family in Wick and it was

Wick old lifeboat station and harbour

good to visit them all again. They took me
round the district to some fascinating
places which I may not have found for
myself.
Then the wheel came off!
My caravan was old, a 1979 model
Castleton. I had fallen in love with it
despite it being in poor condition, I had
dreams of restoring it to pristine show
stopping condition. People agreed with me,

from the cousins I
got her to one of
Into a Sae cave in the Rib.
their houses at
Dennett the most
northerly settlement
on the mainland. We
fixed the flapping
metal panels, but
when I looked inside
the frame was so
badly damaged that
I decided that the
time had come to say
goodbye. Refusing to
take the advice of
the scrap man and
abandon it in a layby, we found a
farmer looking for a
she attracted positive comment, and some van for his farm hands to eat their food in
Australians were photographing her.
during bad weather. I am happy she is still
in use! The photographs make her look
Travelling north from Wick and just
quite good, but that was the end of that
leaving a village, the wheel fell off. A
combination of old age Scottish pot holes form of holiday. I eventually continued on
my way following the NC500 across the
and poor quality servicing finally let me
down. It wasn't disastrous but could have north coats in terrible weather. I did find
been. In fact it was all very unromantic. At a wonderful museum about the Highland
first I thought it could be fixed, with help clearances in a chapel. A much more

complex story than I had imagined. The
and the final B&B. By then I just wanted to
first B&B was also a bit rubbish, and very go home. So the next day I set the satnav,
expensive at £80. The next day brought
for the fastest route and 365 miles later
sunshine and some wonderful scenery as I arrived home, much to mum’s surprise as
followed the west Coast southwards. I
she wasn't expecting me for at least
booked a B&B through the TI shop and
another week.
ended up in a marvellous place. An old
Manse on a loch side
with sailing boats
out in the sun. The
third day heading
south I travelled
much further than I
needed to. Sat Nav
is not always helpful
in Scotland. Without
realising it I found
my self back at
Inverness when I
wanted to explore
the west, but
eventually I found
Typical A Road in Scotland - when they say “humped back bridge” they
myself in Sterling
mean it!

Next to the Caledonian canal is a model of Titanic. Looks great from the towpath, it is
part of an eccentric man’s museum.

Mike’s Moan

- Editor Mike Beech

Since the last issue I have been away
from the museum quite a bit, a week in
Norfolk with Mum followed soon after by a
couple of weeks in Scotland. More of that
elsewhere. These days my main function is
the archiving of artefacts and documents,
a slow process but my knowledge of the
collection and our waterways gives me
information which would be hard for
others to gain. However back from
Scotland I find that Vanessa has
fractured her elbow and Penny needed me
to cover the museum. Hopefully by the
time you read this she will be fit again, it
sounds very painful. It must be catching
as Ann Hoxley, one of our volunteers, has
fractured a bone in her foot. It was
schools week so Penny was very busy and
we really need two people on duty, some of
the new committee members and
volunteers stepped in to help.
From this winter I will be working
mainly in the winter months with a new
seasonal employee working in the museum.
I will cover the desk in emergencies and to
cover holidays, but I intend to spend as
much time away in my caravan as I can. As
the sign that my sister gave me for
Christmas - Adventure before Dementia!
Finding material for informer seems
harder now. As I am not at Foxton as
much, I don't see things happening. So if
you have anything relevant please send it
in. I am sure I have said this before, but I
would really like to hand over the
editorship as soon as possible. I have done
it for a long time but I think that a fresh
mind will keep the publication and the
interest of the members relevant and
interesting. If you don’t send lots of stuff
in to fill the pages you could end up with a
magazine called Mike’s Holiday adventures.

Much as you may find
that prospect
appealing, the Foxton
Content will be limited.
As I am going
through the archive I
am finding stories to tell, like the following
story about fitting lock gates and the
difference between 1992 and now. I took
those photographs 25 years ago. It
doesn't seem very long ago to me but I
hear I am reporting on it as history. They
are black and white and were taken with a
real film camera. In those days I kept a
black and white film in a camera as
converting the pictures from colour, for
informer, was not very successful.
The Volunteer Lock keepers generally
do a good job, but we were not very
impressed last week when 2 red paddles
were left open and the front of the
museum got flooded. No real harm done
but it takes a while for the water to
evaporate from the concrete floor.

Changing the Gates. By Mike Beech
Back in 1992 I photographed BWB
changing the gates on the lock one up from
the bottom of the locks. This was done as
an emergency stoppage as the gates had
failed. It takes a while to arrange for new
gates and get them made.

Around 180 gates are built every year.
They are made all year round, though most
are fitted during the winter months when
the canals aren’t quite as busy. This means
the gates can be stored for up to six
months before being fixed to the lock. All
this time, the gates have to be kept wet to
An average lock gate lasts for about 25
make sure the timber doesn’t dry out and
years but if they can be made to last
longer then it saves money. As they come shrink. Each year the two workshops
normally build 180 lock gates between
to the end of their working life they will
them, at a cost of over £2 million. The
measured by the CRT carpenters so that
majority of the lock gates made by CRT
they can be built back at the workshop.
Usually it takes a couple of carpenters two are for their own waterways, but on
weeks to build a pair of lock gates, but for occasion they have built gates for other
the biggest gates it can take over a month navigation organisations and canal
restoration societies.
When our canals and rivers were built
Back in 1992 the gates were failing.
there was no standard template for lock
BW had a set of composite gates built to
gates. They were constructed using a
variety of techniques, and local waterways. fit Watford Locks. These gates were built
As a result no two locks on our canals and mainly of steel but with timber down each
rivers are alike so when we’re building new edge. The idea was to save money on
lock gates, each one has to be sized up and expensive oak and then reuse the steel
built to the exact specifications for each rather than fit totally new gates. This
proved not to be such a good idea and
lock. Even if the original plans exist, lock
after a while it was dropped. The gates
walls move and 200 years of wear have
made for Watford were rejected by the
made new differences.
planning authority as, like Foxton, Watford
Each lock gate is still hand-made by
is a listed structure. They were then
skilled carpenters in the traditional way,
fitted at Foxton as an emergency.
using green sustainably grown oak. Steel
This coming winter there is a plan to
brackets are fitted to strengthen the
joints of the gate to make sure they last. replace some of the older gates on the
site, I believe that this set is among them.
Many of the cast iron fittings, for example These are now 25 years old.
the working paddle gear, are recycled and
It will be a very different view when
then reused on the new gates. Other
the works are done. There will be a lot
bespoke metalwork such as hoops and
more fencing, Hi vis jackets and probably a
collars are also made at CRT workshops.
spider crane. These cranes are designed to
fit through narrow gates and can be
The heavy design and construction is
controlled remotely they are also much
needed so that the gate holds up to the
better at manoeuvring the gate into place
pressure of the canal water and can take
compared to the gantry seen in the
the continual wear and tear from boats
pictures. The gantry was a big
that pass through the lock.

improvement on the shear legs, used in
the past. They consisted of three
heavy duty timbers or legs, joined at
the top where a block and pulley was
mounted. The gantry is not an easy
thing to set up, a track of timber has
to be laid so that you can wheel it
along. A winch helps you pull it up when
you have attached the cross beam to
the legs and a hand operated chain
hoist does the lifting.
anyone else. Now the CRT team is
trained in multiple skills but it is still
the longest serving man that takes
charge of a job like lock fitting.
Health and safety are now a
priority so no one will be on site
without hi-vis clothing, steel toe caps
and the hard hat. They will also have
briefings from the team leader about
how they will do the job. Parked
nearby will be a van with toilet, wash
hand basin and equipment to brew up a
cup of tea (unlike the original navies
who survived on beer.) Welfare is all
part of the modern package.

In this picture the locks are fenced
with metal stakes and plastic tape. Now
they have to have high steel fences locked
into place and probably it won’t be allowed
to walk down the towpath. The man in
charge of fitting these gates was the
foreman Carpenter, a job held by his
father before him. He was old school and
was not good a passing on his skills to

left to right- Bruce Ringrose-unknown Gerry Burke - Tony Gammidge.

apprentice, father to son. He was the last,
or one of the last, of his kind. Modern
working means multi skills with everyone in
Bruce worked for BW for many years.
the team knowing how it is done. After a
Gerry was lock keeper living at the top
lock. He was moved to the Buckby flight to period of contractors doing the fitting,
with very mixed results this job is now
be the keeper there, but sadly when
once again in the hands of CRT
leaving the new inn across the canal from
his home late at night, he fell in and after maintenance teams.
a search was found in the bottom of the
lock. Tony Gammidge was the carpenter
foreman, with lock gate fitting skills
handed down from craftsman to
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The damsel fly and Dragonfly are screen
grabs from my video camera. I could get
closer with my still camera, but they
rarely stay in one place long enough!
The Fish are Bream if you wanted to
know.

